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Abstract. Our cities are facing different kinds of challenges - in 
parallel to the urban transformation and densification, climate targets 
and objectives of decision-makers are on the daily agenda of planning. 
Therefore, the planning of new neighbourhoods and buildings in high-
density areas is complex in many ways. It requires intelligent processes 
that automate specific aspects of planning and thus enable impact-
oriented planning in the early phases. The impacts on environment, 
economy and society have to be considered for a sustainable planning 
result in order to make responsible decisions. The objective of this 
paper is to explore pathways towards a framework for the 
environmental performance assessment and the optimisation of high-
rise buildings with a particular focus on processing large amounts of 
data in order to derive actionable insights. A development area in the 
urban centre of Vienna serves as case study to exemplify the potential 
of automated model generation and applying ML algorithm to 
accelerate simulation time and extend the design space of possible 
solutions. As a result, the generated designs are screened on the basis 
of their performance using a Design Space Exploration approach. The 
potential for optimisation is evaluated in terms of their environmental 
impact on the immediate environment. 

Keywords.  Simulation; Prediction and Evaluation; Machine Learning; 
Computational Modelling; Digital Design; High-Rise; SDG 11, SDG 
13. 

1. Introduction 

To tackle the challenges of sustainable cities and climate action, environmental 
performance of planning decisions needs to be considered as they carry a significant 
potential for improving the quality of urban space. This holds special relevance for 
high-rises, as they have a major impact on their surroundings: for instance, in terms of 
shading and wind circulation.  
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An informed planning environment should make the impacts on the environment 
transparent and assess them in order to be used as a decision-making support for 
climate-resilient planning. Yet, environmental impact assessment is seldomly applied 
in practice within the design process. If so, at the very end of a project, where it is too 
late and costly to conduct major design revisions. This is caused by long design 
evaluation cycles and high costs due to the complexity of simulation engines. 
Moreover, simulation times of hours or even days make it infeasible to systematically 
test and optimize designs, not to speak about conducting design-space exploration. 
Therefore, we propose this framework for environmental assessment and optimisation 
of high-rise planning in an urban context. 

 2. State of the art 

2.1 COMPUTATIONAL URBAN DESIGN 

The historical evolution of Computational Design was discussed by Caetano et. al 
whereas the first definition by Moretti (1971) describes parametric design with “the 
relationships between the dimensions” (Caetano et al., 2019). The potential of using 
computational design in the urban planning context was investigated and its use as an 
adequate tool was explored (Mukkavaara et al., 2020). The approach of computational 
design methods has been used more and more often, especially in the early design 
phase by architects and planners, when there is still a larger possibility space of 
different designs (Caetano et. al, 2020) 

A commonly used software environment is Rhino 3D (McNeel) and its native plug-
in Grasshopper. This set-up contains a wide range of freely available open-source plug-
ins for simulating and evaluating design scenarios. In addition to the simulation of the 
statics of buildings, environmental simulation can also be carried out. The interfaces 
for GIS data import (eg. .geojson) enable the georeferencing of projects and the 
integration of open available urban databases. 

2.2 PERFORMANCE BASED DESIGN / PREDICTION 

The consideration of thermal comfort becomes a criterion for public life, especially in 
densely populated urban areas (Zhang, Liu, 2021). For this reason, the performance-
based design approach has been studied and applied on different scales for the analysis 
of climatic and energetic aspects, especially in recent years. In particular, the 
combination of Parametric Design and Design Space exploration can provide insights 
for impact-oriented planning (Fink et al., 2020; Abdulmawla et al., 2018). 

Physic based simulations of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are time and 
resource consuming and thus usually only carried out for a few shortlisted or final 
building designs. However, novel machine learning algorithms were successfully 
applied to the domain of CFD simulations. Although less accurate, they are several 
orders of magnitude faster compared to their traditional counterparts - by a factor 5000 
to 15,000 with an accuracy of 80 to 95% compared to physic-based simulations (see 
Chronis et al., 2020; Duering et al., 2020). 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

The fundamental idea of this framework is to create a parametric model to evaluate and 
optimise many design scenarios for their environmental impact and potentially derive 
insights on systematic relationships between form and environmental performance. 
Hence the generation of 5.000 variations with 8 building types at different heights and 
rotations was carried out within the software Rhinoceros 3D and its plug-in 
Grasshopper. Each variant was evaluated on its impact on wind comfort, solar exposure 
of buildings and shading of open spaces and the surrounding buildings. A key 
challenge arising from this approach is to structure  and make sense of the thousands 
of data points in order to arrive to actionable insights. A significant part of this research 
was therefore devoted to developing a strong design and performance space 
exploration and analysis dashboard.  

 For the purpose of this experiment, we choose a mixed-use site in Vienna, Austria and 
formulated three main design objectives:  

● First, the shading impact of the design on the context should be reduced to the 
minimum 

● Second, a high thermal comfort is aimed on the open space in the surrounding of 
the buildings  

● Third, tower residents and neighbours shall perceive a sufficient amount of sun 

Given the selected impact assessment models (see fig. 1), these objectives translate 
into the following strategies of 1) reduce the amount of added shading to surrounding 
public spaces and buildings 2) aim for low wind speeds in public spaces. This 
particularly holds relevance in the case of high-rise developments where downwind 
and wind tunnel effects can lead to discomfort and even affect the safety of pedestrians 
(Reiter, 2010). Finally (3), The facades of the towers shall be exposed to higher levels 
of solar radiation. 

Figure 1. 3D model and simulation results (from left to right: Massing model; shading of public 
spaces and buildings; wind comfort for a stormy and average day). 
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3.1.1. Key performance indicators 

Next, we defined seven Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to measure the level of 
success of the mentioned goals and strategies, namely: 

● shadingGround - percentage change of shaded areas compared to the status-quo 
without towers 

● shadingContext - percentage change of shaded facades of surrounding buildings 
compared to the status-quo  

● shadingT1/T2 - percentage of the façade surfaces of tower one and two that receives 
solar radiation of more than 600 kwh per year 

● S1_dangerous - percentage of public spaces that are exposed to wind speeds >15m/s 
at a stormy day (wind speed of 20 m/s, from 270°) 

● S1_uncomfortable - percentage of public spaces that are exposed to wind speeds 10 
- 15m/s at a stormy day (wind speed of 20 m/s, from 270°) 

● S0_SittingLong - percentage of public spaces that are exposed to wind speeds of 
less than 2.5 m/s at an average day (wind speed of 5 m/s, from 135°) 

3.2 HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS 

The 3D models for the high-rise configuration of the case study were generated using 
eight building types (see fig 2). Their shape and relation to the site was further altered 
by the two parameters height and rotation. The parametric set-up was developed in 
Grasshopper. By optimising the shape, the improvement of the quality of stay in the 
outdoor area can be achieved. The two high-rise buildings were varied accordingly 
throughout design scenarios, while the context buildings always remained the same. 
The defined input parameters were stored in a database for the 5.000 scenarios and 
were used for the individual iterations using the colibri plug-in. 

Figure 2. Building shapes that were used for the scenario generation. 
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3.3 PERFORMANCE SIMULATION 

As a next step, the generated design scenarios were evaluated based on their 
environmental performance. For the evaluation of the individual designs, an automated 
process for the simulation of wind and sun was set up.  

3.3.1. Wind Comfort 

The wind speed at pedestrian level is strongly dependent on the building configurations 
and the orientation of streets. The general conditions are formed by the local climate, 
with both the shape and orientation of buildings showing a significant effect on wind 
conditions (Notado et al., 2021; Gunawardena et al., 2017). In this study we use a 
model developed by the City Intelligence Lab (AIT), that was particularly trained to 
predict pedestrian wind comfort on the urban scale (more specific: the wind speeds 
experienced on a 1.75m height, given wind speed and direction). Machine learning 
algorithms were used to predict wind comfort based on wind speed and direction. The 
model speeds up the process by the factor of 10.000, while sustaining an accuracy of 
80 - 95% in comparison to traditional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
simulations (see Kabošová et al., 2021; Galanos et al., 2019). It was trained on 5.500 
cases from cities around the globe using the industry standard OpenFoam.  

The application of a trained neural networks allows to predict the wind comfort at 
a 1.75m height based on the wind speed and wind direction as inputs. This prediction 
is carried out within a few seconds per design variant and supports the evaluation of a 
great design space. 

3.3.2. Solar Radiation 

Another driving factor of the environmental evaluation of design options is the solar 
intake of building facades. The shading of the open space and the context buildings is 
evaluated to ensure a high quality for the direct neighbourhood of the high-rise 
buildings. Solar radiation was simulated using Ladybug tools in the Rhino 
3D/Grasshopper software environment. Both the solar radiation on the open spaces 
around the high-rise buildings and the radiation on the facades in the immediate context 
were calculated (see fig. 3). The analysis grid was defined with a size of 4 meter and  

Figure 3. Overview of the solar radiation and wind comfort analyses. 

the simulations were carried out on basis of weather data for the inner city of Vienna 
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and evaluated for the period of one year. The evaluation of the solar irradiation was 
determined in the percentage change in the shading of the open spaces and façades. 

3.4 KPI-BASED EVALUATION OF SCENARIOS 

For the evaluation of the simulation results we developed an interactive dashboard to 
analyse and visualize data (see fig. 4). Its main functions it to 1) group or sub-sample 
data (eg. through a parallel coordinate plot or selections on dimensionality reduced 
plotted data) and 2) derive insights by describing, comparing and correlating different 
sub-samples with one another.  

Figure 4. Interactive dashboard for design exploration. The upper section offers multiple ways to 
define sub-samples in combination with manual selections on plots: parallel coordinate plot, 

principal-component analysis, t-sne, self-organizing maps and k-means clustering. The lower section 
shows key statistics and visualizations of selected sub-samples including histograms, kernel-density 

plots, correlation-matrices and scatter plots. 

For instance, by filtering for all design variants with good wind comfort or 
comparing the eight tower shapes and their KPI performance to one another. The 
dashboard was implemented with Python and JavaScript, heavily relying on the 
visualization library Bokeh.  

Figure 5 shows an overview of the complete dataset including distribution plots for 
each KPI and design parameter along with descriptive statistics. All KPIs show high 
variances across the design variants indicating the significance of conducting form 
optimization. For instance, values for shadingContext differ between 1 and 6% 
(increased shading compared to the status-quo without towers) and S0_danger and 
S0_uncomfortable ranging between 0 and 1.9% and 0.9 to 8 which translates to several 
hundreds of square-meters of difference. For instance, values for shadingContext differ 
between 1 and 6% and S0_danger and S0_uncomfortable ranging between 0 and 1.9% 
and 0.9 to 8% which translates to several hundreds of square meters of additional 
uncomfortable or even problematic areas on the site. Moreover, most KPI show clear 
patterns of being normally distributed. For S0_danger this is less so the case, indicating 
a relative even distribution of values between 0 and 1.2% followed by a sharp decrease 
in design variants with values over 1.5%. 
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Figure 5. Overview of the complete dataset. Top: all data points plotted in 2D using the t-sne 
algorithm. Lower section: Descriptive statistics and value distributions for the current selection 

made on the plot. 

A look on the correlation matrix (simple linear regression between all columns of 
the data table) mostly revels expected results such as high positive correlations between 
building heights and shading (H1, H2, shadingContext and shadingGround). 
Moreover, the plot suggests a high negative correlation between the RT1 (rotation of 
tower 1) and S0_uncomfortable (wind comfort), a closer inspection of the scatterplot 
(fig. 6) however illustrates a non-linear underlying distribution that would be in need 
of transformation measures in order to provide meaningful results. This case highlights 
one limitation of the current state of this analysis tool.  

Figure 6. Correlation matrix and scatterplot of RT1 and S0_uncomfortable. 

To better understand the data and potential relationships between form parameter 
and environmental performance, we created 10 sub-samples following two 
approaches: Filter for form and filter for environmental performance. First, we created 
a selection for each of the eight building types. Next, we filtered for all design variants 
that were among the top 30% in each of the KPI, among the top 30% of shading related 
KPI and among the top 30% of wind-comfort related KPI (see figure 7 for more 
detailed explanation and numbers).  
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Looking at the upper part of the table, tower type 3, 4 and 6 can be found 
considerably more frequently (ca. 27%, 29%, 23%) in the top performing sample of 
shading related KPI. Type 4 (10%) and especially 5 (65%) are most frequently found 
in the sample with the best wind comfort and type 4 (24%), 5 (21%) and 6 (32%) in 
the top 30% sample across all KPI. Besides, (not surprisingly) tower heights showed 
to have significant impact on both shading and wind comfort while rotation had an 
especially strong impact on the latter.  

The lower section of the table draws a more nuanced picture, as it depicts the 
difference in the mean for each KPI by tower type compared to the full sample, 
containing all design variants. It illustrates the difficulty to clearly declare any 
"winning" or "optimal" design variant, especially when there is no clear preference or 
weighing across the different KPI. For instance, if the goal of reducing dangerous wind 
speeds is valued more important than reducing the amounts of uncomfortable areas 
during a storm day, tower type 7 (void) tends to perform better (by 13%) compared to 
type 5 (4.4%). A similar pattern for type 7 can be observed for shading patters (or solar 
intake) to the tower's facades (performs worse than other types) and shadow casting on 
its surrounding (strong performance).  

Moreover, it is important to mention that we were looking at mean values so far 
and not individual design variants. Thus, well performing variants could also exists as 
outliers within the dataset. In Fact, the single best performing variant was found within 
tower type 7. 

Figure 7. Comparing sub-samples. Top section: subsample of design variants that are under the best 
30% of all KPI, shading related KPI and wind comfort related KPI. The values depict the share of 
each tower type among the sample in %. Lower section: Tower type (as sub-sample) and difference 

of mean to the mean of the overall sample in %, for each KPI. Positive means better. Cells are color-
coded for better readability.  
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4. Research Results 

In this paper we presented a parametric model to test through 5.000 design variants for 
a hypothetical high-rise development in the city of Vienna. Next to a range of eight 
basic footprint types (eg. Rectangular, round), the towers were altered in their height 
and rotation. Each variant was evaluated upon wind comfort, solar radiation and 
shadow casting using Vienna’s climate and weather data. An interactive data 
dashboard was used to analyse the results of this experiment, with the goal to support 
design decision making and potentially uncover generalizable insights. 

We found significant differences in the performance across design variants in all 
seven KPI. In an extreme case this would mean that by altering rotation and tower 
shape, the share of public spaces subject to low wind comfort (S1_uncomfortable) 
could be reduced from 7.8% to 1.3%. 

A closer look into the data showed that tower shapes 4,5 and 6 (Convex, Concave, 
Mirrored, see fig. 2) tend to deliver especially good performance across the studied KPI 
most reliably. However, this does not mean even better, or best performing design 
variant can’t be found within the other studied shapes. For instance, shape type 7 (void) 
had very strong performing variants especially regarding wind comfort during stormy 
days (S0_dangerous) and in terms of shading of the surrounding. 

All design parameter (shape, rotation, and height) showed clear impact on 
performance, however given the manyfold possible combinations and the interaction 
effects between the two towers (height and rotation were altered individually) and their 
context makes it hard to derive clear and linear design directions. Instead, this suggests 
that projects need to be approach in a case-by-case fashion.   

Nevertheless, having an automatically generated database of project specific design 
variants provides the benefit of being able to derive design directions (eg. which 
combination of tower rotations tend to work best) and the necessary data to evaluate 
eg. manual designs in terms of the performance potential of a site (how many 
percentages of the generated designs does one outperform?). In order to capture the full 
potential of such data, a close integration of capable and, preferable interactive, multi-
criteria evaluation tools as well as rapid enough performance simulations are needed. 
Two of which this paper hopes to have contributed to. 

5. Future Prospects 

The presented framework can be flexibly extended by KPIs in the fields of energy, 
mobility and economy to facilitate the decision making and negotiation processes of 
planners and stakeholders. Due to the tremendous time savings in applying machine 
learning to simulation, more holistic impact assessments can be conducted, thus 
facilitating more informed decision-making. Furthermore, the impact of planning 
decisions could be integrated with movement patterns and socio-demographic data. 

As for the next step we still see great potential to extend the capabilities of the 
design space exploration tool and most importantly to improve its integration with real-
time and data driven design sessions. To combine the benefits of large, pre-generated 
databases with real-time experiments and discussions among stakeholders.  
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